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1. Development as a complex process

2. From aid to honest cooperation

3. Long-term vision

4. Ownership host-country partner

5. Focus on meaningful relationships

6. Training for everyone

7. Vulnerable children

8. Sustainability

=

Equal interests

Knowledge transfer

Empowering encounters



Policy

Planning

Execution

Evaluation
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Internship-related actions
--------------------------------

- Selection
- Recruitment
- Pre-departure training
- Coaching & feedback
- Debriefing
- Evaluation

EXECUTION

Session 2: 11:30 – 13:30



GOALS

» Understand the importance of pre-departure training & debriefing

» Understand the complexity of training

» Increase quality and content of feedback and debriefing



OVERVIEW

1 •Pitfalls & pre-departure training (12)

2 •Re-entry debriefing (8)

3 •Possible format for debriefing (6)

4 •Case studies & questions



PITFALLS STUDENTS

A. Motivation & their role

B. Host communities & their needs

C. Poverty



A) MOTIVATION & OUR ROLE
» For them? 

» Urge to help high

» Notions of superiority



White saviour industrial  complex





PERSISTENT MISCONCEPTIONS
» High expectations– Romantic idea

» Frame of reference

» Insight into culture & history

» Local diversity & stereotypes

» Privileges

= Highly simplistic outlook towards complex problems



CONSEQUENCES
» Overestimation – we know better

» Lower & double standards

» Disappointment & frustration = Judgements & discrimination

» More oppression? 



B) COMMUNITIES & THEIR NEEDS

» Homogeneous communities – passive recipients of aid

» Simple solutions for diverse local needs 

» Underestimation of agency

» Burden is on them



C) MISCONCEPTIONS POVERTY

1. Save yourself – liberal notion

2. Own fault

3. Life is cheaper

4. Poor but happy

5. Them vs. Us

6. Impact on integrity & self-respect





PRE-DEPARTURE TRAINING

» International research and literature: vital importance

» In curricula training

» Joint training

» Focus on critical reflection



HEADS UP

• Hegemony (justifying superiority and supporting domination)

• Ethnocentrism (projecting one view as universal)

• Ahistoricism (forgetting historical legacies and complicities)

• Depoliticisation (disregarding power inequalities and ideological roots of analyses)

• Salvationism (framing help as the burden of the fittest)

• Uncomplicated solutions (offering easy solutions that do not require systemic change)

• Paternalism (seeking affirmation of superiority through the provision of help)



UCOS TRAINING
» Systems of oppression

» Culture

» Poverty

» Gender

» Structural racism

» Political historical context

» Own position

» Privileges

» Internalized unconscious racism

» Motivation

» Dignified encounters

» Understanding desires

» Understanding integrity

» Understanding humble role



OVERVIEW

1 •Pitfalls students & pre-departure training

2 •Re-entry debriefing (8)

3 •Possible format for debriefing (6)

4 •Case studies & questions



WHY A RE-ENTRY DEBRIEFING

» Internship ≠ positive, learning experience

» No acquirement of skills?

» Narrow view and stereotypes

» Limited engagement

» Bad experience gets blamed on host communities



TERMINATION OF A PROCESS
» Positive & negative experiences

» Understand role as ambassador truthful nuanced story

» Combat reinforcement of stereotypes and discrimination

» Debriefing as a final step in anchoring global engagement



GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT

» Cognitive: knowledge and critical vision on global challenges

» Emotional: to feel concerned with N-S issues

» Active: contribute to sustainable development & int solidarity



» Students & timing - Intrinsic motivation + when? 

» Faculty - Time & expertise?

» Trust Safe environment, size of group, who?

COMPLICATIONS ON DIFFERENT LEVELS



DISAPPOINTMENTS STUDENTS
» “Ill never go back”

» “I did not feel useful at my internship”

» “It didn’t really matter if I was present or not”

» “Local colleagues and internship manager did not take care of me”

» “I wanted to help them, but it seemed like they weren’t receptive. Their fault”

» “It all really doesn’t matter much, a drop in the ocean”

» “Homefront very indifferent”

» Loneliness. No connection with local students



COMMENTS STUDENTS (1)

» “Yes it was fun, nice travels, internship was ok”

» “They run behind us on many levels, still need to evolve to our standards”

» “They have no respect for their environment”

» “Children are beaten in the classroom”

» “He was super friendly, I thought he was my friend, but then he asked for money”



COMMENTS STUDENTS (2)
» “Its part of their culture to behave that way”

» “My host family did not know how to spend their money, that’s why they are 

poor”

» “They are all corrupt and that is the reason for their poverty”

» “They don’t care about each other”

» “Within the health sector: they are very harsh for each other”



FORMAT DEBRIEFING

» The art is to pose the questions in such a way that it doesn’t come 

across as very formal

» Freedom to speak

» Structure is necessary though, following proposition:
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INTRODUCTION

» Name + Study + Country

» Followed a pre-departure training?

» What kind of  internship?

» What made your internship worth it? 

» What is your fondest memory?

» Would you do it again?

» How does it feel to be back? 



YOUR INTERNSHIP ABROAD

Draw your curve
Appreciation

Timeline

Positive

Difficult

Neutral

Arrival Departure



CULTURE SHOCK?

Do I go back or do I 
find solutions?

Euphoria and 
admiration

Confusion
Skills, 

understanding, 
flexibility

Increased self and 
cultural awareness. 

Broad frame of reference



DEBRIEFING ROADMAP

Arrival
Host country

Work: 
experience & 
relationships Stay:

Poverty & 
money

Society: development & 
development cooperation

Back home
Future engagement

Positive experiences Difficult experiences



ROADMAP QUESTIONS DEBRIEFING (1)

» Did you expectations match reality? What added value did you bring? 

» What touched you most deeply in terms of poverty? Feelings of guilt? Powerlessness? 

» Who felt frustrated by the issue of money? Feel abused? Mislead?  

» How did you deal with beggars and street children? 

» Has your understanding and conceptualization of poverty changed?  

» How was your connection with colleagues? What is the greatest lesson you learned from them? 

» Would you trust yourself with the same work here? 



ROADMAP QUESTIONS DEBRIEFING (2)
» Did religion impact relationships? 

» Did you make promises you couldn’t keep? 

» Did you witness corruption? 

» What can you do here to improve the living situations there? 

» How did family and friends react when you came back? How does it feel to be back home? 

» Have you changed certain behaviour now that you’ve had this experience? 

» Are you planning to take up a certain commitment? 



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

» Questions? 

» Case studies?

» Resource guide: https://www.ucos.be/publicaties

https://www.ucos.be/publicaties
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